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LESSON ON VIDEO
Directions: The following fill-in-the-blank section corresponds with a short video from John Maxwell. Watch the video 
and follow along with the outline. Click HERE to watch the video for this lesson. 

Five Insights on Integrity
1. Integrity is more than _________________.
    “Behavior, not words, predicts the future and reflects the past.”- Geroge E. Valliant, M.D.

2. Talent is a _____________________, but integrity is a _______________________.
    We get to choose three things that truly make a di!erence in our life: our faith, our attitude, and our character.

3. Integrity is earned on ___________________________________ ground. 
    “Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through experiences of trial and su!ering can the soul be
 strengthened, vision cleared, ambition inspired, and success achieved.” – Helen Keller

4. Integrity brings __________________________________________ with people.

    How to treat people with integrity:

    1) ________________________ for your actions.

    2) ________________________ for when you’re wrong and ask for _______________________________________.

    3) Treat people _______________________ ________________________ they treat you.

    4) Help people who _____________________ ________________________  you. 

    5) Keep your promises even when ________________________________ ______________________________.

5. Leaders cannot rise above the  ____________________________________________  of their integrity.

    “In almost every survey conducted, honesty has been selected more often than any other leadership characteristic.... 
The percentages vary, but the final ranking does not. From the first time we conducted our studies, honesty has been at 

the top of the list.” – James Kouzes and Barry Posner
    

We Need to First Demonstrate in Ourselves What We Desire From Others

 “Reputation is what people think we are.  
Integrity is what we really are.”

– John C. Maxwell

INTEGRITY 
Living with Integrity Leads  

to a Life of Wholeness 

R O U N D T A B L E  3

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1a6weuepuz8y7au/Lesson%203%20-%20Beyond%20Success%20-%20Integrity.mp4?dl=0
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What action step did you commit to last week? What were the results?

INSIGHT

Directions: Take turns reading the paragraphs below. As you read, underline the ideas that capture your 
attention.

Greek philosopher Socrates once said, “The first key to greatness is to be in reality what we appear to be.” 

People have always struggled with wanting to appear better than they really are. And today’s technology and 
social media make it especially easy to craft an image for ourselves that makes us look good. 

But a life of pretending does not bring fulfillment. When we act like one kind of person in one situation, and 
like an entirely di!erent person in another, we deceive ourselves and those around us. The need to keep up 
the pretense causes stress and anxiety. Being deceptive hurts our self-respect and our credibility.

It is better to value authenticity over appearance. It’s better to have a heart to do the right thing, even if it’s a 
struggle. It’s better to confess our mistakes, ask forgiveness, and try to return to doing what we know is right. 
There is always hope for the person who desires to live with integrity, even when they fall short.

John C. Maxwell describes integrity as “who you are when no one else is looking.” That’s what all of us should 
strive for—doing the right thing, wherever we are, no matter who we’re with, no matter what we’re doing. 
When our inner being matches what other people see, it brings us peace and fulfillment. As a result, we expe-
rience wholeness.

Striving for integrity also breeds trust. When you are honest with others and you’re authentic when you make 
mistakes, people trust you. And they want to be around you. Choosing a life of integrity and authenticity en-
ables you to work well with others and build strong relationships.

To develop integrity, think about these things: 

Knowing Your Values Precedes Living Them Out. It is di"cult, if not impossible, to be a person of integrity 
if you don’t have a clear understanding of what you value. That’s because your value system is the track that 
guides your choices and your actions. Do you value honesty? Are good relationships important to you? How 
about commitment? Do you believe in the Golden Rule? (“Do to others what you would have them do to 
you.”) When you do wrong, are you willing to admit it? Identifying your values can clarify how you will choose 
to live.

Integrity is a Decision You Make Once, and Manage Daily. You can choose to be a person of integrity right 
now. But that choice will be tested every day. Doing what you say you will do and acting according to your 
values builds trust and, over time, establishes a positive reputation. Integrity is always worth fighting for.

Remind yourself each day to live according to your values. Integrity is not a given factor in everyone’s life. It is 
a result of self-awareness, self-discipline, and a decision to be honest in all situations in our lives. We cannot 
make dishonest decisions in one area of life without doing damage to other areas. As you make choices every 
day, try to live in a way that is consistent with the type of person you want to be. You can’t be perfect, but 
you can work hard at being honest.

Actions Speak Louder Than Words. It’s easier to declare that you are a person of integrity than it is to live it. 
But acting with integrity has such high value for our self-respect and our relationships with others that it’s 
worth fighting for. We don’t want to be like the parent who cautions his child not to cheat, and then does 
something dishonest. We will always influence people more through our actions than our words. People may 
listen to the words we speak, but they always watch our actions to judge our true character. 

ROUNDTABLE 3 - INTEGRITY
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ROUNDTABLE 3 ! INTEGRITY

BENEFITS

When you are a person of integrity, you experience the following benefits:
 
              1.  You have self-respect because your conscience is clear.

              2.  You sleep well at night because you are true to who you really are. 

              3.  Other people trust you because your words and deeds match.

              4.  You are depended upon because people know that you are trustworthy.

              5.  Your life has peace and stability because you don’t have to keep track of lies or wrongs done. 

              6.  You display alignment between your values, words and actions.

STEPS TO FOLLOW

1.  Define Your Values. If you’ve never taken the time to articulate your values, do it now. Write down what is 
important to you and what you want to be known for. Then begin to assess your actions in relation to those 
values. Do they line up? Or do you need to make some changes?

2.  Establish Guardrails. On a highway, guardrails keep cars from driving into a ditch or o! a cli!. Guardrails 
for integrity are the decisions you make before a high-pressure situation, to live according to your values. 
Determine what you will and won’t do in advance of temptation. By setting boundaries beforehand, you 
will find it easier to maintain your character and integrity under pressure. 

3.  Make Things Right with Others. Reclaiming your integrity begins with facing your flaws, apologizing for 
your failures, and dealing with the consequences of your previous actions. Create a list of people to whom 
you need to apologize for your actions, and then follow through with sincere apologies. Try to make things 
right with them if it’s within your power to do so.
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ROUNDTABLE 3 - INTEGRITY

REFLECT AND RESPOND

Choose something you underlined that is important to you. Take one minute to tell everyone what you 
chose and why it is important to you.

EVALUATION AND ACTION

Complete the self-evaluation section below.

Rate how well you demonstrate this quality in your life on a scale of 1-10.

1          2          3          4          5          6          7          8          9          10

Why did you give yourself this rating?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What benefits would you receive by improving your rating?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Who do you know that exemplifies this quality? What do you admire most about that person?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

What specific action can you take immediately that will improve your rating?

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Take a minute to share your responses to the self-evaluation section, including the step you will take to im-
prove in this area. Everyone is asked to participate.


